
Health Rights MA was founded Jan 2021 
as a committee to draft and file  

proactive “right to refuse” health freedom legislation
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Health Rights MA is a 501 c4 nonprofit lobbying organization  

The mission of Health Rights MA is to ensure that the fundamental human right to bodily autonomy—
including the right to exercise informed consent and the right to privacy of personal medical 
information—is legally protected in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in regard to all medical/
healthcare treatments and procedures.

HealthRightsMA.org
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• Illustrates huge rapid movement across the nation of  
***citizen driven legislation*** 

• MA can collaborate and learn from other states working 
towards the same goal of  protecting bodily autonomy. 

Here’s what’s happening across the nation
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Sign up for emails at 
HealthRightsMA.org 

to get active in 
protecting health 

freedom in MA.

Visit 
RightToRefuse.org 

to find all the Right 
to Refuse bills in MA 
& across the nation

http://HealthRightsMA.org
http://RightToRefuse.org


3 BILLS HRMA focused on 
2 ALREADY SPONSORED; 

1 STILL SEEKING A SPONSOR 

• S.1094 (was SD 2014)  :  An Act relative to bodily 
autonomy and family integrity  

Senator Patrick O’Connor – Lead Sponsor  

• H.734 (was HD 2390): An Act prohibiting COVID-19 
vaccination as a condition of  entry  

Rep. Peter Durant  – Lead Sponsor  

• Right to refuse medical procedures that may alter 
your genetics No sponsor yet. It will be a “late file”
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There are also other good bills and several dangerous bills
Actual full bill language can be found at the of this presentation



• There are 160 Representatives and 40 Senators elected to the MA legislature. You have one of each. 

• MA legislature website: https://malegislature.gov/ You can find: your legislators, bills, current law, 
committees, hearings and track bills as they move. You can even create an account and then favorite bills. 
You will get a notification every time these is any status update.  

• The legislative session in MA is 2 years.  

• We are in the 1st year of a 2 year session. (2023-2034) 

• Bill Numbers will change more than once during the life of the bill as the bills move forward.  

• All bills filed on time get 1 public hearing in their first committee. No hearings scheduled yet. It could be 
anytime between April and November.  

• Keep in mind MA legislature hears over 6000 bills a year. Each has 100’s of bills on their plate. Focus on the 
bill. Legislators care about what the bill in front of them will do, exactly as it is written on the page. And 
that is really all they have control over. They can work to draft a bill, support or co-sponsor a bill, amend a 
bill by changing the language, or work to stop a bill they don’t like. Understand what a bill says and does 
before you meet. These bills are both short and easy to understand.
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Massachusetts Legislature Basics

https://malegislature.gov/


S.1094 (was SD 2014)  
AN ACT RELATIVE TO BODILY AUTONOMY  

AND FAMILY INTEGRITY 
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• The bill prohibits mandatory medical treatments/procedures against a person’s will, as well as 
compulsory collection of specimens, sharing of personal data and medical information, including but 
not limited to -  in both educational and work settings.  

• It prevents employers from declining to hire or from terminating a person solely on the basis of their 
choice to engage or not engage with a medical treatment or procedure.  

• It creates a civil right of action for violation of these conditions.  

• This bill does NOT preclude drug or alcohol testing or any reasonable non-invasive medical testing or 
treatments.  

Senator Patrick O’Connor – Lead Sponsor  
Ryan Fattman  and F. Jay Barrows  Co-sponsors  
Referred Joint Committee on Judiciary - No hearing scheduled

If your legislator 
is on this 

committee please 
reach out to us! 

https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Detail/J19
https://malegislature.gov/Search/FindMyLegislator


H.734 (was HD 2390) 
AN ACT PROHIBITING COVID-19 VACCINATION  

AS A CONDITION OF ENTRY 
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• The bill prohibits requiring proof of COVID-19 vaccination for entry into Massachusetts.  

• It prohibits requiring proof of COVID-19 vaccination for entry into public buildings and places of public 
accommodation.  

• It prohibits any private business to require proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of entry to the 
business, or access to employment by such business. 

• It prohibits requiring proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of enrollment, access to campus or 
attendance in in- person classes for public and private schools, colleges and universities.  
 

Because this bill is specific to COVID-19 vaccine you can really go to town sending them 
information about the shot and it’s harms as you support the bills. 

Rep. Peter Durant  – Lead Sponsor  
 

Referred to  Joint Committee on Emergency Preparedness and Management   
- No hearing scheduled

Kelly W. Pease, Joseph D. McKenna, F. Jay Barrows, Alyson M. Sullivan-Almeida - Co-sponsors

If your legislator 
is on this 

committee please 
reach out to us! 

https://malegislature.gov/Committees/Detail/J52/193
https://malegislature.gov/Search/FindMyLegislator


Seeking Sponsor:  
AN ACT PROHIBITING REQUIRED GENETIC MEDICAL PROCEDURES  

WITHOUT CONSENT 
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• The bill defines genetic procedures in the Commonwealth.  

• It prohibits employers from requiring current or prospective employees from undergoing genetic-
altering treatments.  

• It prohibits schools and colleges from requiring students to reveal genetic information, undergo 
genetic tests, or undergo genetic-altering treatments.  

• It prohibits businesses and other entities open to the public from requiring individuals to reveal 
genetic information, undergo genetic tests, or undergo genetic-altering treatments as a condition on 
entry.  



Why file “good” bills? 
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• The obvious: to pass bills that will protect bodily autonomy and 
oppose all mandates so everyone can live, work and go to school.  

• Open up opportunities to communicate and educate 

• Not just a complaint but a solution 

• Good bills help kill bad bills  

• If we don’t step up “they” will steamroll over us and get everything  
“they” want.  

• You will fail at 100% of the things you don’t try 

We hear a lot of… 

“This is Massachusetts, they’ll never pass!”  

“They're totally partisan and corrupt, why bother?” 

“They’re just wasting our time and are gonna do what they want 
anyway.” 



What are we doing?
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State house visits as we work to 
educate MA legislators on health 
rights issues. Join us in meeting with  
your legislators. 



Collecting Stories of Injury, Loss and Coercion
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HealthRightsMA.org
Questions? Email bfcote6@gmail.com

https://healthrightsma.org/share-your-story-of-injury-loss-or-coercion/
http://HealthRightsMA.org
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/2bf658c28e914410b374e27f09216aa9
mailto:bfcote6@gmail.com


The Faces of Vaccine Injury  
Massachusetts

12HealthRightsMA.org

• The Faces of Vaccine Injuries 
Massachusetts published booklet 

• Faces of Vaccine Injury Lobby Day in 
May - People can share their stories 
and meet with their legislators. 

• Bringing people who have been 
harmed face-to-face with their 
legislators 

• Giving people the courage to speak 
up knowing they are not alone

Collecting Stories

If you have a story of covid vaccine injury,  loss or coercion it is so important that you contact your legislators 
directly and tell them. Ask them to help you. 

http://HealthRightsMA.org


The Faces of Vaccine Injury  
Messaging
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HealthRightsMA.org

• Vaccine Injury is Real and it’s 
time to talk about it.  

• Acknowledgement is the first step 

• The COVID-19 vaccine is creating a 
MASSIVE PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS  

• Vaccine Injured need help and they 
are not getting it. 

• We need to stop this from 
continuing to happen especially to our 
children 

• These stories are being         
censored 

http://HealthRightsMA.org


WHAT DO WE NEED TO SUCCEED?
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Massachusetts has approximately 7 million people.  

If just 3% took action to protect health freedom that would be 
210,000 people!  

The video clip perfectly illustrates what we need!



EVERYONE 
Pick up the phone and call or send an email 
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Calling is best. Ask to speak to head of constituent services. If you leave a message, ask them to call you 
back. Acknowledge and thank the bills sponsors and co-sponsors!  

Tell them you are concerned about government mandates related to Covid that infringe on your right to 
make healthcare decisions for you and your family, including whether or not to get a vaccine. Tell them 
that every person has a fundamental right to bodily autonomy, and that you want them to do something 
to stop government overreach and discrimination against people based on their health choices.  

Personal stories make an impact: If you have a story about vaccine injury or loss, it is very important 
that they hear from you directly. If you were coerced and lost your job, career or access to 
education, it is very important that they hear from you directly.  

If willing, ask for an in person meeting to discuss legislation that would protect rights to make your 
own health decisions. 

Please CO SPONSOR  SD2014 An Act relative to bodily autonomy and family integrity 
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/SD2014 

Please CO SPONSOR  HD2390 An Act prohibiting COVID-19 vaccination as a condition of entry 
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390 

Find your legislators https://malegislature.gov/Search/FindMyLegislator

https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/SD2014
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390
https://malegislature.gov/Search/FindMyLegislator
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Emailing is effective too. Email your concerns to your rep and senator, and ask them to follow up. It is best to draft your own message, but here is 
a basic script you can use, if needed.  

Dear Rep or Senator XYZ, 

My name is....I am a......I live in ..... 

Share your story if you have one…. 

The ability to make decisions for one's own health and healing is a fundamental human right. As a Massachusetts citizen, I am extremely 
concerned about government overreach into the health and wellness decisions of myself and my family.  

There is no one-size-fits-all medicine that is effective for everyone in our state. History has shown time and time again that medical treatments once 
thought to effective can turn out to be harmful, and that science and medicine can be corrupted due to financial conflicts of interest 

Please support legislation that will protect the people of Massachusetts from unwanted medical treatments and procedures, collection of 
specimens, and sharing of personal data and medical information.  

Please CO SPONSOR  SD2014 An Act relative to bodily autonomy and family integrity https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/SD2014 

Please CO SPONSOR  HD2390 An Act prohibiting COVID-19 vaccination as a condition of entry https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390 

[NOTE: If you are willing  - Ask to set up an in-person meeting - offer a few days and times that are good for you.  Reach out to 
hello@healthrightsMA.org if you would like support with your meeting. And please consider signing up to be a Constituent Liaison for Health 
Rights MA; go to: https://tinyurl.com/VOLUNTEER-HRMA] 

I look forward to hearing back from you at your soonest convenience. 

Sincerely, 

Your Name 
Your Address 
Your Phone Number

EMAIL TEMPLATE

https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/SD2014
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390
mailto:hello@healthrightsMA.org
https://tinyurl.com/VOLUNTEER-HRMA
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/Take-Action-Today---Ask-your-MA-lawmaker-to-co-sponsor-2-health-freedom-bills.html?soid=1136235044180&aid=xlffQ8eDbeE
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• If you don’t hear back within a few day to a week, follow up. Call or 
email again and put “2nd Request” in the subject line. If you still 
don’t hear back, "3rd Request.” 

• They may ask to meet on zoom. Tell them you’d really like an in-
person meeting at the state house or the in the district and ask for 
next available dates.  

• Please follow up with Health Rights MA by emailing 
hello@healthrightsMA.org and let us know: if you received a 
response, if you were able to get a meeting, if you would like 
someone from HRMA to attend with you, or need coaching or 
materials. 

I reached out and I never heard back. Now what? 

We are not giving up and we are not going away! 

mailto:hello@healthrightsMA.org


WHAT DO WE NEED TO SUCCEED?
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• We need to find more experts that can talk with legislators: doctors, nurses, geneticists, scientists, 
attorneys, etc. to give expert testimony and join our team or create their own legislative teams.  

• We need help from constituents (THAT’S YOU!) to get meetings. You can set up your own meetings or 
we can attend with you. The more meeting requests they get, the better.  

• We need to share as widely as possible the form to collect COVID vaccine injury and coercion stories 
in Massachusetts: HealthRightsMA.org 

• We need to build public awareness of the medical freedom bills - Sign up for the HRMA email list at 
HealthRightsMA.org  

• We need to build a pool of Constituent Liaisons to contact legislators; sign up on the contact us page. 

• DONATIONS! Please consider either a one-time or recurring donation. Recurring donations are 
great because we can plan and budget. We have some major expenses coming up on top of our 
regular operating costs. DONATE HERE.

• We need to print 400 copies of The Faces of Vaccine Injury 60+ page book ($1500-$2000)  

• Education packets for each legislator ($500)  

• 2 Events which will require printing, catering, AV costs, video post production, parking & 
transportation costs (??? 3000+)  

• We’d love 100+ more copies of Ed Dowd's Book Cause Unknown. ($2000) 

http://HealthRightsMA.org
http://HealthRightsMA.org
https://healthrightsma.org/donate/


WHAT DO WE NEED TO SUCCEED?
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COMMITTED VOLUNTEERS 

Website - Wordpress 

Content Writers 

Social Media Warriors  

Constituent Liaisons 

Radio call ins - about bills and stories  

Videographer/Editors 

Public Relations & Marketing 

If you have freedom group that get’s 
together and you would like someone 

from Health Rights MA to come and speak 
to your group please reach out to 

hello@healthrightsMA.org 

Downloadable Printable PDFs can be found at 
healthrightsMA.org  

 under the Resources Tab 
Print and bring to local events.  

Post on bulletin boards. 
Share with friends. 

 

TAKE ACTION 
Volunteer & Constituent Liaison Sign Up  

healthrightsMA.org  
On the Contact Us page 

 

mailto:hello@healthrightsMA.org
https://healthrightsma.org/we-need-your-help-to-spread-the-word/
https://healthrightsma.org/contact/


Talking Points
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Government does not own my body - All people have the 
fundamental right to make their own health decisions. The 
government does not own our bodies. I make my own health 
decisions and that will never change. What can you do as my 
legislator to stop this overreach of government encroaching 
on my privacy and my rights to my own body?  

We should be protected by  
Nuremberg Code 21 U.S.C. Section 50.23 and 50.24

Constitution (site ref)

MA Constitution (site ref)

Patient Bill of Rights


Need to amend governors powers. In spite of constitutional 
protections our rights are being trampled because of 
governors health emergency powers that never should be 
been given so broadly (after 9/11). How you can help to 
rectify and protect people from this massive overreach into 
their lives. How can we amend the governors powers?  

Right to Opt out of medical industrial complex - 
protect Complementary and Alternative Health - Right to 
access the information and choose own treatment path. A 
large percentage of the population uses Complementary and 
Alternative Health care practitioners and have opted out to of 
allopathic medicine and pharmaceuticals as their path for 
health and healing. How do we reconcile this? Do I have to 
leave the state? Or else what? What can you do to protect 
me?  

Doctor patient relationship  

No medicine one size fits all 

Loss of trust in PH - Corruption/Capture of agencies

Censorship 

Discrimination - Creates a two tier system  

Coercion is not consent  
• 	 Employment

• 	 Education, especially College Students!!!

• 	 Sport and Entertainment


Coercive Tactics Used  
Bribery and Incentive, tax payer dollars


History shows Science/Medical orthodoxy often wrong - 
Thalomide babies, Tuskegee, Opioid Crisis  

Legislator's job to protect people and regulate 
corporations, not protect corporation and regulate 
people 

Massive Abuse of Taxpayer dollars 

Contract Tracing - Privacy & Surveillance  

Other countries - around the globe picture 

Other states across the country 

COVID Vaccines:  

No Liability   
Not effective - does not stop transmission 
No Safe - Massive Injury and Death  
Injured can’t get help  
People lost jobs and education rather then get vaccines 

Mass exodus from State 

Mass exodus from public schools 



EFFECTIVE INTERPERSONAL ADVOCACY 
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• Be calm, deliberate, polite, non-reactive; assume goodwill  

• Meet people where they are; no two conversations are the same  

• Understand your audience: provide context, overview; don’t use jargon;  
explain acronyms; try not to get too detailed; relate back to the bills 

• Be attentive to words, nuance, expression; engage in conversation; ask questions! 

• Making fewer good points is often better than making a lot of points, no  
matter how logical or persuasive  

• Follow up with a short thank you note and, perhaps, some information relevant to topics you 
discussed during the meeting. Try to keep the conversation going.   



Thank you!!! 
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Health Rights MA 
hello@healthrightsMA.org

Volunteer Coordinator - Lori  
lorimacleod1025@hotmail.com 

Constituent Liaison Coordinator - Hannah 
hannahking93@aol.com 

Story Coordinator - Bonnie 
bfcote6@gmail.com

Questions? 

mailto:hello@healthrightsMA.org
mailto:lorimacleod1025@hotmail.com
mailto:hannahking93@aol.com
mailto:bfcote6@gmail.com
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Full Bill Text 
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SD2014 An Act relative to bodily autonomy and family integrity - this is formerly bill S1122 with some improvements.
LINK: https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/SD2014
Sponsored by Patrick.OConnor@masenate.gov
(617) 722-1646

SD2014 An Act relative to bodily autonomy and family integrity

SECTION 1. Chapter 111 of the General Laws, as so appearing, is hereby amended by inserting the following new section:

“Section 183A.

(a) Definitions - The following words used in this section shall have the following meanings unless the context clearly requires 
otherwise:

“Non-invasive”, a test or treatment in which the body is not penetrated or entered by a needle, tube, device, swab, or scope, or one in 
which no substance is administered orally or otherwise.

(b) No person shall be compelled to acquiesce to medical treatments or procedures, collection of specimens, or sharing of personal 
data or medical information. A person’s fundamental rights including privacy, travel, and speech afforded under the United States 
Constitution shall not be infringed upon to impede the making of decisions for themselves or for their dependents, including, but not 
limited to, decisions about health and medical care, including complementary and alternative healthcare services, education, 
employment, travel, and lifestyle preferences.

(c) No employer shall decline to hire, or terminate the employment of, a person solely on the basis of the person’s choice to engage or 
not engage with a medical treatment or procedure. A person whose rights have been violated by this act may bring action for (i) an 
injunction against any further violation; (ii) appropriate affirmative relief, including, but not limited to, admission or reinstatement of 
employment with back pay plus 10 percent interest; and (iii) any other relief necessary to ensure compliance with this Act.

Unless otherwise prescribed, any person or official who willfully violates a provision of this chapter is in violation of Title 42 USC 
1983, and remedies may be pursued to the fullest extent of the law.

(d) Nothing in this section shall preclude drug or alcohol testing or any reasonable requirement for non-invasive medical testing or 
treatments, such as requiring a pilot to undergo a vision test or wear corrective lenses while piloting an aircraft.

SECTION 2. This act shall take effect 60 days after its passage.

mailto:Patrick.OConnor@masenate.gov
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HD2390 - Sponsor Peter Durant
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390

An Act prohibiting COVID-19 vaccination as a condition of entry

SECTION 1. Chapter 111 of the General Laws is hereby amended by adding the following section:-

Section 244. Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, the commonwealth shall not require proof of 
vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of entry to the Commonwealth.

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, the commonwealth and all of its agencies, authorities and 
political subdivisions shall not require proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of entry to a public 
building.

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, no public or private elementary school, secondary school, 
high school, charter school, college, university or other post-secondary institution of higher education shall require 
proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of enrollment, access to campus or attendance in in-person 
classes.

Notwithstanding any general or special law to the contrary, the commonwealth shall not require any private business to 
require proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as a condition of entry to the business, or access to employment by 
such business.

SECTION 2. The first paragraph of section 92A of chapter 272 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 2020 Official 
Edition, is hereby amended by adding the following sentence:-

No owner, lessee, proprietor, manager, superintendent, agent or employee of any place of public accommodation, resort 
or amusement shall, directly or indirectly, by themselves or another, require proof of vaccination against COVID-19 as 
a condition of entry to a place of public accommodation, resort or amusement.

https://malegislature.gov/Bills/193/HD2390
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No unwanted Genetic Procedure - An Act updating anti-discrimination laws in the Commonwealth 

SECTION 1. Section 1 of Chapter 151B of the Massachusetts General Laws shall be amended by inserting the following definitions: 

 23. For purposes of this Chapter, DNA includes: (a) deoxyribonucleic acid, ribonucleic acid, and chromosomes, which may be analyzed to 
detect heritable diseases or conditions, including the identification of carriers, predicting risk of disease, or establishing a clinical diagnosis; or 
(b) proteins, enzymes, or other molecules associated with a genetic process, which may be modified, replaced in part or whole, superseded, 
or bypassed in function by a health or medical procedure. 

24. The term “genetic procedure”, shall mean any therapy, treatment, or medical procedure that adds, removes, alters, activates, 
changes, or causes mutation on an individual’s DNA; or replaces, supersedes, or bypasses a normal DNA function. 

SECTION 2. Subsection 19 of Section 4 of Chapter 151B of the Massachusetts General Laws shall be amended by inserting at after subsection 
8, the following language: 

 (9) require an employee or prospective employee to undergo a genetic procedure. 

SECTION 3. Subsection 19 of Section 4 of Chapter 151B of the Massachusetts General Laws shall be further amended by inserting at the end 
thereof the following language: 

(b) It shall be unlawful discrimination for a primary or secondary school or any college or university to require a prospective or current 
student to: 

(1) disclose genetic information; 

(2) undergo a genetic test; or 

(3) undergo a genetic procedure. 

(c) It shall be unlawful discrimination for a business or public accommodation to require for entry or services that a person: 

(1) disclose genetic information; 

(2) undergo a genetic test; or 

(3) undergo a genetic procedure.


